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beautiful ams and m two finales of symphonic
proportion IuJDon Oioiamii less satisfactory is
a dramatic structure tlie range of musical Chirac
tensahon and insight into hitman motnes is
widened still further Gosl Ivrically but
humorously expresses the follies of love Mozart
could not help hut love his characters and his
music for them is at one and the same time
amusing and heartfelt Die FmiberjliAe—Ihe
Magic Flute—displays Mozart 6 deep felt love of
his fellow men and of truth in an opera of great
spiritual strength Nor has opera any more
loveable personality than the birdcatcher Papa
geno Mozart s final opera La Chmen<M dt 2»to
extolhnj, imperial magnanimitj has ne\er
achieved the success or popularity of hib other
maturer stage works though it contains much
excellent music
Beethoven
Mozart was the last major composer to depend
to any large extent on private patronage for his
living and even, he left the service of the Arch
bishop of Salzburg because he could not stand the
restrictions imposed on his freedom Henceforth
composers would have to stand on theu own two
feet with all the advantages (liberty) and disad
vantages (lack of tecurity) that implied Beet
hoven (1770-1827) was the first such composer of
importance
Although his work is usually divided into three
periods this division is somewhat too arbitrary
for no other composer in history with the possible
exception of W agner has shown such a continual
development of his genius Coming at just the
right moment in musical history he crowned the
achievements of Haydn and Mozart with music of
the utmost profundity of thought and feeling that
loots back to Its classical heritage and forward to
the romantic movement of the 19th cent His
influence on musical thinking and writing is in
calculable
His first period shows his strong melodic gifts
and the beginning of his individuality in develop
ing form and structure to suit his own ends and
match his particular genius Unusual keys are
explored unusual harmonic procedures employed
"With the Eroica (his third symphony) he
established his position as a great composer The
unity of purpose he here achieved within a loner
and diverse structure is truly staggering even
toda> In the first movement alone the struc
tural invention and cogency went far beyond
what even Mozart had achieved in his Jupiter
symphony and the second movement—a vast
funeral March—has on overwhelmingly tragic
emotional content But the Eroica was
followed by ux equally great symphonies each
one as varied as inventive as unified as the
others The math symphony ib significant in both
its length and finale Here Beethoven crowns
three <raperb instrumental movements with a
choral movement that as well as summing up all
that has tone before expresses in music the joy
in existence more ecstatically than any other work
The burning intensity of Beethoven s genius is
tot as evident in his chamber music His
quartets are the product of a revolutionary age in
which the social graces and formal restraint of the
18th cent were thrown, off in a, search for a more
personal mode of expression. The early op 18
set and the Razomnovsky quartets op 59 go
even beyond the range of Haydn s and Mozart s
works in the medium but it was hi his late quartets
his final musical testament that Beethoven re-
fined and distilled his art for posterity No words
can possibly describe their unique quality but
any and every chance should be taken to make
their acquaintance the effort required will be
more than amply rewarded
The early piano concertos do not reach quite
this level of attainment but the last three to
gether with the violin concerto are on a par with
the finest of the symphonies and quartets as well
as being considerable tests of the performers
technique. The Triple Concerto for piano
violin, and cello ib an unusual and rewarding work.
 Beethoven s grandest choral work—and one of
the most noble in existence—is the Mass in D
(Mma Solemms) Its va«*t scale and sublime
utterance often defeat performers but when it is
successfully done there is no more spiritually up
lifting experience for the listener Except perhaps
Beethovens only opera Fidelia This simple
escape story was transformed by Beethoven s
creative fire into a universal symbol of liberty the
composer identifying himself with the struggle for
freedom from tyranny and release from darkness
Beethoven hved in a period of war and revolu
tion A passionate belief in the brotherhood of
man and in liberty he was shocked to find his
ideals thrown over by revolutionaries turned
dictators His own tragedy of deafness which
came upon him at the moment of his triumph
nearly submerged Vnrp but m the end he won
through and produced the string of masterpieces
from the Eroica onwards Hope springing
from despair love fiom hatred victory over
defeat these are the unquenchable legacies left by
Beethoven
The Romantic Movement
Inevitablv the Pomantic movement m htera
ture that burst foith about 1800 was bound to
have its counterpart m music And so it was
Breaking the classical bonds composers such as
Schubert Schumann Liszt and Berlioz sought a
new freedom in musical expression Form be
came of less importance than content and that
content often had literary connections For then-
purposes a larger orchestra was needed and
supplied but the miniature the song especially
because of its very personal connotation was also
a favourite form
Schubert (1797-1828)—described by Liszt as
the most poetic of musicians —is perhaps the
greatest lyrical genius in musical history In him
the Viennese tradition and influence of Haydn
Mozart and Beethoven reached its zenith The
song was always Schubert s starting point so it
is hardly surprising that his reputation as a song
writer has never been unpaired but in his sym
phonic and instrumental works too it is always his
inexhaustible fund of melody that first calls for
attention Nobody could listen to his Trout
quintet for piano and strings his octet hla fifth
symphony or his song cycle Ihe Schdne Milttenn
without being enchanted and invigorated by the
sheer tunefulness of the music But there is much
more to Schubert than this his understanding of
the possibilities of harmonic change his grasp of
orchestral coloration (m the great C major
symphony for instance) Ms free use of sonata
structure
Although Mozart Haydn and Beethoven had
all contributed to the song as an art form it was
with Schubert that it achieved its first full flower
ing If he had written nothing but his songs his
place in the musical firmament would be assured
With his Erttcdnig m 1816 the German Lied came
of age and from then until the end of his life he
wrote more than six hundred songs hardly a dud
among them Whether it is the charm of Heiden
rdslem the drama of Der DonDeJg&ngei or the
numbed intensity of the Winterreise cycle Schubert
unerringly went to the heart of a poet s meaning
indeed he often raised poor verses to an inspired
level by his settings And for the first time the
pianist shares a place of equal importance with the
singer
There is only room to mention one or two other
composers some of them wrongly neglected who
were roughly contemporaries of Beethoven and
Schubert the Czech Duesek (1760-1812) whohke
Beethoven bridges the classical-romantic gulf
Bocchermi (1743-1806) the two Italian opera
composers Cimarosa (1749-1801) and Paisiello
(1740-1816) the Frenchman Mehul (1768-1817)
and the German Hummel (1778-1836)
Weber (1784-1826) lacked Beethoven s energy
and constructive powers and Schubert s sheer
lyrical profundity but he is an important figure
especially in the field of opera where his Der

